
NMR Oval Rules 

NMR Traxxas Slash spec class (Amended 4/12/19) 

1. Modified body 

a. Examples are Barts Parts, Sippel Speed Shop, among others 

2. Chassis 

a. Traxxas 2wd (Slash or Raptor) Chassis only  

b. Original MFG suspension only, no other parts allowed with the exception of RPM 

upgrades listed below (in any color): 

i. Castor block (Replaces 3632) 

ii. Front Bearing Carriers/steering knuckle (Replaces 3736) 

iii. Rear bearing carriers (replaces 3752) 

c. Original MFG chassis parts only, no aftermarket hop-ups, no optional aluminum parts 

d. Traxxas front optional bumper (TRA2735) can be used (angled down) 

e. Major alterations to the chassis or modification to drivetrain/suspension components is 

not allowed 

f. Electronics must be installed within the chassis surface (no outside installation) 

g. Original Traxxas Slash rubber tire/wheel/insert only. No S1 compound 

3. Electronics 

a. XL-5 speed control only (TRA3018R) 

b. Traxxas 12 turn titan motor only (TRA3785) 

c. Traxxas 2075 servo 

d. Traxxas 2075R and Traxas 2072x gears area allowed as an alternative servo 

e. Savox gear set (SAVSGSC0251MG) can be used to upgrade the Traxxas 2075 to metal 

gears  

f. It is allowed to pin the servo saver or bell crank. Be advised the servo gears might get 

broken under a heavy crash 

g. It is allowed to use any brand solid servo horn 

h. 7 cell NiMH Traxxas batteries with original traxxas plug only (TRA2923X, TRA2926X, 

TRA2940X, TRA2941X, TRA2950X, TRA2951X, TRA2960X, TRA2961X) 

i. Lipo batteries: Any ROUND CASE Lipo’s only will be allowed in this class. (Part # 

examples are ASC751 and PEK00571)  

j. The club is also trying to understand and react with the change in the Traxxas batteries 

(i.e. Traxxas ID plugs). Because of that we will allow the new style traxxas lipo’s with the 

balance plug built in provided they are 4200 mah or lower. 

4. Adjustments 

a. Traxxas spur with all transmission parts in place (Starting spur is 90 tooth) 

b. We will be determining an appropriate gear ratio. Starting pinion will be 16 tooth 

c. No modifications can be made to the transmissions case 

d. The only adjustments allowed to the car are those allowed by the original MFG 

components of the car 

e. You are allowed to use any original wheel spacer combination (black, grey or any 

combination of both) 
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f. Traxxas slash steel transmission gears only (internal plastic transmission gear not 

allowed) 

g. Adding weight in any way is not allowed, wheel balancing is allowed (sole purpose of 

balancing, not to add weight) 

5. Suspension 

a. Traxxas 2wd plastic shocks only (grey or black version, fronts in the front, rears in the 

rear) 

b. Original rear (TRA5858) and front springs (TRA5857) only. No LCG or aftermarket springs 

c. The shocks travel may be shortened with internal shims 

d. Original shafts in original cylinder/body only 

e. Original pistons from kit only (original 1, 2, or 3 hole), no modifications can be made to 

them 

f. No front bump stop suspension 

g. No shimming allowed (to reduce slop in suspension parts) 

h. All suspension parts must remain in original positions it was designed for 

i. Rear camber links must remain in original height position  

**Anything not mentioned in the above rules will not be allowed or must be approved beforehand** 

Rules are simple, class is meant to be spec and allows for close competition on equal 

 

2wd Open Modified Class  

1. Body  

a. Any modified body (examples: Barts Parts, Sippel Speed Shop)  

2. Chassis  

a. Any 2wd short course chassis  

b. Oval specific chassis are allowed (example: RC Reaper)  

3. Electronics  

a. Any 540 motor allowed  

b. Speed control must be in blinky mode  

c. Battery limited to 2s lipo in any configuration (stick, shorty, suitcase, saddle pack)  

4. Any short course tire allowed  

 

4wd Open Modified Class  

1. Body  

a. Any modified or late model body  

2. Chassis  

a. Any 4wd short course chassis  

b. Oval specific chassis are allowed  

3. Electronics  

a. Any motor  

b. Battery limited to 2s lipo in any configuration (stick, shorty, suitcase, saddle pack)  
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4. Any short course tire allowed 

 

2wd Stock Car Class 

1. Body 

a. Any 1/10th stock car body (examples: McCallister mustang, chevelle, buick, camaro) 

2. Chassis 

a. Any 2wd buggy chassis 

b. Oval specific chassis are allowed 

3. Electronics 

a. 13.5 turn motors or lower (13.5, 17.5 etc) 

b. Speed control must be in blinky mode 

c. Battery limited to 2s lipo in any configuration (stick, shorty, suitcase, saddle pack) 

4. Any buggy tires allowed 

 

 


